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Spiral cords can be divided into two main groups:

›  standard cables are not suited for challenging applications. They would clearly be 
prematurely damaged;

›  custom-designed spiral cords able to withstand not only repetitive flexing for equipment and 
devices but also solvents, abrasion and chemicals. Axon’ Cable is able to design and offer 
solutions for high challenging applications including medical devices, industrial automation 
systems, measuring equipment, electronic devices for defense and aeronautics, etc...

This brochure presents a few examples of tailor-made spiral cords designed by Axon’ Cable.This brochure presents a few examples of tailor-made spiral cords designed by Axon’ Cable.
For your special needs, do not hesitate to contact our engineers at sales@axon-cable.com. For your special needs, do not hesitate to contact our engineers at sales@axon-cable.com. 

General Information

AXOSPIRAL® SPIRAL 

CABLES AND CORDS 

ARE MOSTLY USED FOR 

DYNAMIC AUTOMATION 

SYSTEMS WHERE 

FLEXIBILITY AND A 

GOOD EXTENSION 

COEFFICIENT ARE 

ESSENTIAL.

Cable jacketing

Generally Fluoro Thermoplastics are preferred as jacketing material for their thermal qualities 
and their excellent chemical resistance. Other materials such as Polyurethane, Thermoplastic 
Polyesters, special taped polyimide or elastomeric jackets can also be used..
For particular applications, AXON’ can offer special jacketing compounds to meet these 
specific requirements.

Design

Any Axon’ Cable standard and/or custom-designed primary wires can be assembled to form 
AXOSPIRAL spiral cords.
Axon’ Cable manufactures a complete range of wires and cables, insulated with the most 
advanced plastics and elastomers materials such as:

› fluorethylene propylene (FEP);

› polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE);

› ethylenetetrafluorethylene (ETFE);

› perfluoralkoxy (PFA);

› polyimide;

› fluorinated elastomers (Viton®).

Axon’ Cable can assemble spiral cords with different types of components including 
equipment wires, shielded wires, wrapping wires, wires twisted in pairs, thirds or quarters, 
coaxial cables, high voltage wires, flat cables, etc...
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GUIDING OF AXOSPIRAL CORD ALONG ITS AXIS
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General Information

Marking

There are two types of marking:

› on cable,

› marked heatshrink sleeve with AXON’ or customer’s reference on request.

Packaging

Delivery by item.

Termination

Axon’ Cable can also offer spiral cords with connectors. It makes the installation much easier, 
saving customer time. If required, the spiral cords can be protected with heat-shrinkable 
parts, or by overmoulding to ensure electrical continuity and a sealing of the terminations 
between the cable and the connector.

Overmoulding is generally made of the same or similar material as the cable jacket allowing a 
fusion of the two layers and an excellent adhesion between the  cable and the overmoulding.

Axon’ Cable produces mono or bi-component elastomers overmoulding. The moulded volume 
defines the moulding technique: .

›  low pressure injection is used for 350 cm3 volumes or more, high pressure injection for 
volumes up to 30 cm3.

›  Hot melt technique is mainly used when it is necessary to avoid overpressure on fragile 
connection parts.

Cost-effective solution

Axon’ Cable can manufacture spiral, cords with coil diameters on turn of 2 mm to 250 mm with 
retracted coiled length from 2 cm to 130 cm.
Furthermore, with the same cable base, we can realize three types of spiral cords, with 
different properties:

a) A cord with high memory and low extension cofficient (K ≃ 2).
b) A standard cord with a medium extension coefficient (K ≃ 5).
c) A cord with low memory and igh extension coefficient (K ≃ 10).

The cable termination can be placed at any angle to the spiral axis.
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Criteria for spiral cord contruction

The criteria listed below are the basis of the technical information required to offer you the 
very designs to meet your requirements:

First stage (definition of the power line):

› temperature rating;

› cable description;

› specifications;

› number of primary wires;

› voltage rating;

› termination;

› immunity;

› bend radius;

› intensity;

› application.

Test procedure

› Current integrity.

›  Insulation resistance between wires, between wires and general shielding and if necessary, 
between the cable and the air.

› Lengths conformity, on coils and output terminations.

› Outside diameter.

› Memory check.

› Ordered items can be accompanied by a certificate of conformity on request.

Quality assurance

Axon’ Quality Management is based on 3 certifications:

› ISO9001;

›  ISO14001;

›  ISO45001.

The company has successfully retained the following approvals for strategic markets:

› EN9100 for aeronautics, space and defense;

›  ISO13485 for medical market;

›  IATF 16949 for automotive market.



AXOSPIRAL
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- Second stage (design of the cord):

› space available in the equipment;

› length of the original spiral cord;

› length of the spiral at its maximum extension;

›  length and geometry of the output terminations (perpendicular or parallel to the axis of the 
cord);

› stripped or connected cable ends;

› extension coefficient;

› spiral cord memory;

› coil diameter.

Advice for a good use

When designing equipment powered by spiral cords, avoid conditions that may lead to crush 
the cords.
A permanent link between spiral cords and operating equipment with a twisting motion 
invariably creates twisting that can damage the memory of the jacket. To avoid this problem, 
there are two solutions:

› use either a cord with a very thick jacket,

› or removable connectors so that the cord can untwist freely.

The cord’s memory should be based on the weight and the size of the handheld device to 
which it is connected. Normal use of the cord should not cause the equipment to move or 
shift position.
When assembling the connectors, do not use stripping tools that pull the jacket off the 
conductor as most spiral cords have very thin stranded conductors that are easily breakable.

Applications

Axospiral® cable assemblies are designed for any application requiring repetitive flexing 
including:

› industry : robots and automation systems,  measuring devices, thermocouple probes;

› electronics: data processing;

›  avionics: communication systems in pilot helmets, ejector seats in airfighters, engine system 
which operates the wing flaps, De-icing system in the cockpit window;

› medical: analyzers and sampling devices, radiotherapy equipment, scanners, ...
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Technical glossary

To better help you defire your needs, please use this technical glossary prepared by our 
engineers. In order to offer you the very spiral cord you need, please indicate at least the 
following data: 

› Spiral cord geometry (axial, radial, angular exits)

› Cable end lengths L1 & L2

› Coiled length (L0) or extended length (L)

› Coil diameter (D) or mandrel diameter (d)

› MEMORY

Properties of a cord to return quickly to its initial form without losing any of its original 
characteristics.

› EXTENSION COEFFICIENT

Property of a cord to extend from its original length, (e.g. K ≃ 3 extensions equal 3 times the 
length of the original cord).

› MINIMUM TORQUE

Property of a cord to generate the minimum rotational force on itself during radial and/or axial 
movements.

› TRIAXIAL MOVEMENT

High flexibility of the cord in all directions.

› D = COIL DIAMETER

Outer diameter of the overall spiral cord.

› d = MANDREL DIAMETER

Inner diameter of the overall spiral cord.

› L0 = LENGTH AT REST

Length of the spiral part of the cable at its maximum extension.



Cable cross-section

Length at rest = L0
(Extended length = L)

   Straight legth = L1 Straight length = L2

Coil diameter

   Straight length = L1

Coil diameter

Length at rest = L0
(Extended length = L)

Straight length = L2

Cable cross-section

Cable cross-section

Coil diameter

Straight length = L1 Length at rest = L0
(Extended length = L)

Straight length = L2
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› L = EXTENTED LENGTH SPIRAL (see page 9)

Length of the spiral part of the cable at its maximum extension.

› L1 or L2 = TAILS

Cable ends that are extended parallel to the cords axis or other configuration according to 
customer request.

Spiral cord geometry definition

Axial ends

Radial ends

Angular ends



Ø 23 mm min.
   27 mm max.

150 mm nom. 90 mm nom. 150 mm nom.

Ø 23 mm min.
27 mm max.

NUMBER OF COILS : 15 nom.

L3 = 81 mm min.
99 mm max.L1 L2
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Nominal outer diameter of the cable: 6.20 mm.

Approximative nominal weight: 80 g/m.

Temperature range: -90°C up to +200°C.

Operating voltage: 600 VAC.

7 wires K 2219 type

Cord characteristics

- Two connectors, marked on the backshell.
- Overmoulding.
- Diameter: 27 mm.
- Total length: 254 mm min.

Construction

 - 7 wires K2219 type.
 - Conductor
  . Material: tin plated copper
  . Construction: 19 x 0,160 mm
  . Nominal diameter: 0.800 mm
  . Nominal area: 0.38 mm²
  . Nominal resistance: 4,7 Ω/100 m.

- Insulation
 . Material: FEP
 . Wire diameter: 1,30 mm
 .  Colour: green, brown, blue, orange, 

yellow, black, red.
- Red FEP jacket.



Extended length 7.066.80 mm

177.8 mm min.

177.8 mm min.A

A
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254 up to 304.8 mm
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6 specific wires

Nominal outer diameter: 5.34 mm.

Approximative nominal weight: 61.6 g/m.

Temperature rating: -90°C up to +200°C.

Operating voltage: 600 VAC.

Construction

1 -  2 AWG 2019 wires with polyimide 
insulation

 - Conductor
  . Material: silverplated copper
  . Construction: 19 x 0.203 mm
  . Nominal diameter: 0.965 mm
  . Nominal area: 0.616 mm²
  . Resistance: 3.57 Ω/100 m max.
 - Insulation
  . Material: polyimide tape
  . Wire diameter: 1.42 mm
  . Colour: amber
  . Marking: stripes

2 -  4 shielded wires AWG 2419 with 
polyimide insulation

 - Conductor

  . Material: silver plated copper
  . Construction: 19 x 0.127 mm
  . Diameter: 0.597 mm
  . Area: 0.241 mm²
  . Resistance: 7.58 Ω/100 m max
 - Primary insulation
  . Material: polyimide tape
  . Nominal wire diameter: 1.1 mm
  . Colour: amber
  . Marking: stripes
 - Helicoidal shielding
 - Jacket: polyimide tape
 - Outer diameter: 1.8 mm
 - Cable weight: 7.59 g/m max.

3 - Polyimide tape.

EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM-DESIGNED SPIRAL CORDS
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7 miniature wires UHT 3207
+ 1 wire MT 3007

Outer diameter of the cable: 2.6 ± 0.1 mm.

Approximative nominal weight: 10 g/m.

Temperature rating: -40°C up to +70°C

Operating voltage: 30 VAC.

Termination

-  2.54 mm pitch double row rectangular 
connectors.

Construction

1 - 1 wire MT 3007
 - Conductor
  . Material: silverplated copper
  . Construction: 7 x 0.102 mm
  . Nominal diameter: 0.304 mm
  . Nominal aera: 0.0572 mm²
  .  Nominal resistance: 36 Ω/100 m
 - Primary insulation
  . Material: polyester
  . Nominal diameter: 0.52 mm

2 - 7 wires UHT 3207
 - Conductor
  . Material: silverplated copper
  . Construction: 7 x 0.079 mm
  . Nominal diameter: 0.237 mm
  . Nominal aera: 0.034 mm²
  . Nominal resistance: 57 Ω/100 m
       max.

 - Insulation
   . Material: Polyimide tape + FEP 
         lacquer
   . Wire diameter: 0.44 mm

3 - Separating PTFE tape

4 - Black Polyurethane jacket.

EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM-DESIGNED SPIRAL CORDS
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Connecteur
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5
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9 wires KT 3007 E

Outer diameter of the cable: 5.8 mm.

Approximative weight: 45 g/m.

Operating voltage: 250 VAC.

Termination

-  Circular connectors.

Construction

1 - Polyester filler

2 - 9 wires KT 3007 E
 - Conductor
  . Material: tin plated copper
  . Construction: 7 x 0.102 mm
  . Nominal diameter: 0.304 mm
  . Nominal aera: 0.057 mm²
  .  Resistance: 35 Ω/100 m max.
 - Insulation
  . Material: FEP
  . Nominal wire diameter : 0.62 mm

3 - PTFE tape

4 - Shielding: tin plated copper

5 - Hytrel jacket
     . Colour: yellow.

EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM-DESIGNED SPIRAL CORDS
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